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Gambia: 
by Amadon Camara 
Realizing the public's discon· 
tent with the country's 
economy the leader of the 
~t Revolutionary Party, 
01 Samba Sanjang, age 28; 8
~ a coup on July 30, 1981. 
e incident occured on a 
:ursday mornibg at 6:30 when 
toe President left the country 
~tend the wedding of Prince 
don. les and Lady Diana in Lon· 
~ukoi and at least twelve 
~ts launched their first at-
e on the Bakan Depot, where 
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y~ar Space cowboy beams· 
: tlawf~ce survey taken two 
· s ago found that over nine-
. .rcent; .of the studenta poll-
··• cdktinued on page 't ···· 
by Kathy Doyle 
"What I want to do is to 
point out new technical 
possibilities that will make 
natural and easy and economic 
t?e allowance of many different 
hfesty !es, " declares Gerald 
O'Neill. 
Having seen firsthand the 
role played by physicists in 
World War II, O'Neill decided 
to use the power of increased 
knowledge of the natural world, 
"for human benefit rather than 
for weapons. " O'Neill is a 
known scientist who developed 
the concept of space colonies as 
a realistic plan within existing 
technology. A professor of 
physics at Princeton Univer~i-
ty, O'Neill will speak this Tues-
day, Feb. 23 at 11:10 in the final 
convocation of the Gordon 
Clapp Memorial Lecture Series. 
O'Neill will deliver an il-
lustrated lecture in Stansbury 
Theatre: His lecture is entitled 
"2080: Our Next Generation on 
Earth and in Space. " 
Mr. O'Neill .was born in 
Brooklyn, New York in 1927. 
After graduating from high 
school in 1944, he immediately 
enlisted in the United States 
Navy. Trained as a radar 
technician, O'Neill was shipped 
to the western Pacific in the 
closing days of World War II. 
Following his discharge in 1946 
with rank of radar technician 
II, O'Neill enrolled at Swar-
thmore College. Studying 
physics and mathematics, 
O'Neill received his B.A. 
degree, Phi Beta Kappa, in 
1950. He l:iegan graduate work 
at Cornell University on an 
Atomic Energy Commission 
fellowship. In 1954, through 
submission of his doctoral 
dissertation on the scattering of 
14.8 MeV neutrons, he obtained 
his Ph.D. degree in physics. 
That same year - 1954 
O'Neill joined the Princeton 
University faculty as a physics 
instructor. Undiscouraged by 
the skepticism of his col-
leagues, he began investigating 
techniques for increasing the 
collision energies of atomic 
beams from particle ac-· 
celerators. After two years 
research, he came up with a 
design for a special storage ring 
• in 
In 1969, he first realized the 
technical feasibility of space 
colonization. Over the next few 
years he drew up the blueprints 
for increasingly elaborate self-
supporting space habitats that 
could be constructed entirely 
from lunar and asteroidal raw 
materials and powered by solar 
energy. "It is mainly · civil 
engineering on a large scale, in 
,, 
.,,., . ~ .· 
:;,l!'!t' ~.-t. • 
A YE, A YE, Captain. 
- an annular vacuum chamber 
in which scientists could store 
electrically charged atomic or 
subatomic particles, then cause 
them to collide head-on thus 
releasing greater energy. In 
1965, using charged electrons, 
O'Neill demonstrated his 
colliding-beam theory, which 
has since become a principle of 
high-energy physics. 
a well-understood, highly 
predicta hie environment," 
O'Neill told a Congressional 
coi:nmittee investigating the 
subject of space colonies in July 
1975. According to O'Neill, 
space settlements are the ob-
vious solutions to such seem-
ingly , intractable earthly pro-
blems as overpopulation, and 
continued on page 2 
Terror and the blood-dimmed tide 
. the Gambia 's 900-man para· 
military force resides. He was 
able to convince so~e . of ~he 
men at the depot to JO!Il _him. 
Forces loyal to t he President 
-resisted but few lives were lost 
during this firs t batt~e from 
which Kukoi and his men 
emerged victorious. . 
Kukoi and his men then seIZ· 
ed the radio station '. the Yun· 
dum International Airport, a~d 
arrested all members of parlia-
ment. h t 
Most Gambians were up t a 
day in the wee -hours of dawn, 
for it was Rammadam a month 
of fasting for the muslim <?am· 
bians. Most people were either 
ehjoying thE:ir "hedda ,". a 
prefasting meal, or performing 
the necessary rituals for the 
day's fasting when they hear_d 
the thunderous voice of Kukois 
Sanyang proclaiming the over· 
throw of the President. 
He announced to his "fellow 
countrymen " that a new 
government was in charge:, o~e 
that was basec;l on the . di~; 
tatorship of the proletariat. 
He added that " all political ~ar-
ties are banned, the con~t!tu· 
t . suspended, no political wn . 'al t gatherings, all fmanc1 ran-
sactions suspended," all com· 
munications closed, and a 
curfew was imposed from 7 
m to 7 a.m. He appealed to all 
ba~bians both at ho!11e an_d 
abroad to rally behind hi_s 
12-man Revolutionary Council 
nd fight against the Jawara 
a . _ the "enemy of the regime . 
I " 
pe~h:· news of the overthr?w 
Posedly hailed with was sup . . . M y helming Jub1Iat1on . . an 
overw . · fr m 
·t as a deliverance o 
sav.: I nomic quagmire. S~ch 
therr. eco t have perplexed 
sent1men s 
many politicians, who argue bia, on~ can s_till assume that 
that if the public welcomed the the foreign policy of the Jawara 
event how had Jawara and his regime has not been en-
part/ won the past election th_u_siastically supported by t~e 
with a landslide victory? militant and radical y~uth ID 
If the revolution succeeded, the country. The MarXIst· tag 
the Gambia was going to shift was used by _the plotters to 
When the Senegalese· reali;ed how many men they had 
lost during the. bloody confrontation with the rebels, they 
s tarted to shoot indiscriminately at people. Innocent 
civilians were shot a_nd killed a11,d their homes plundered. 
its policy from a pro-Western 
government to either pro-East 
or neutral. Dr. S. Nyang, a 
Gambian political science pro-
fessor argues that "though one 
may be very skeptical about the 
reality of the Marxist claims of 
the coup plotters in the Garn-
. distance themselves from the 
government they attempted ·to 
replace. They assumed that the 
Western world was deeply in-
volved with the Jawara govern-
ment. If the revolutionaries had 
expressed themselves as pro-
continued on page 6 
Through Russia with love. 
Big two-hearted liver .. 
Come, meet the author. 
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Stupefaction 
The New York Times' Selective Guide to Colleges' evaluation of 
Lawrence. which The Lawrentian printed last week, struck many 
students as surprisingly accurate. One sentence especially rang true 
for many: 
" . .. the Lawrence community is contained, compact and often 
claustrophobic. As one student puts is 'Everyone knows what you 
are going to do before you do it.· " 
The remarks seem innocent enough; they are justifiable gripes 
about certa in problems inherent in the life of a small college. But 
read beyond their surface, extend the observations to the whole of 
the social fabric of this campus, one finds a deeper and more dis· 
turbing significance in them. 
This is a small community; at times, painfully small. Yet this 
apparent drawback ought to offer opportunities and rewards . For 
it's an extraordinary situation - an autonomous, small community 
of people supposedly at the peak of physical energy and desire. in· 
t ellectual curios ity and wonder. Inexplicably, this is found to be 
burdensome, " claustrophobic." and we gripe and rag about it. There 
is. though. in the general pessimistic assent to the comment in the 
Times' silly book. an awareness of our own responsibility for this 
situation. 
For we burden ourselves. and thus limit the breadth of ex· 
perience we ought to share. Through smallness of spirit, or lack of 
conviction . or simple convenience. we tend to pigeonhole individuals 
into groups, and retreat comfortably ourselves into a common, un· 
questioned identity with those few souls lucky enough to share our 
interests in our accepted manner. 
This petty social structure certain ly isn't unique to Lawrence. 
We come from. and shall reenter, a society predominantly concerned 
with status, a society which all too often turns on the central issues 
of economic class and social rank . It is in the nature of things, 
perhaps, that Americans should live this way, seeking some higher 
social ground from which to view. with a select group of "peers," the 
other teeming "equals " of the nation. But we do ourselves, and 
Lawrence. a grave disservice if we perpetuate the general social 
menta lity of t he country on this campus. . 
If we were more aware of the kinds of insult or gossip which 
routmely escape us; if we were more committed to the life of the 
mind and spirit which ought to bind us; if we were more willing to 
share t he beers and games; perhaps Lawrence wouldn't seem so 
"contained, compact and often claustrophobic." There is an inner 
life on this campu s. lurking just beneath the superficial distinction s 
we so neatly develop to protect ourselves . To insist that this life be 
~ea li zed is. to open up the containment and cure the claustrophobia; 
1t 1s to enJoy Lawrence more. 
In "September 1, 1939," Auden spoke of the "stupor" the world 
habitually lies in . At a time of deep despair, he urged. " We must 
love one another or die." The immediate danger which stirred him is 
long pa st. yet the stupo~ drags on, smothering in its atmosphere the 
!a~dscape of the rnpubhc. Lawrence. too, finds itself in this stupor; 
it 1s partly our domg and wholly our.responsibility to burn it away 
The ~ther morning, at the end of the last night ·s night, thre~ 
stars fell m the west seen from a tawdry office in Brokaw. Their con· 
centrated course. their evanescent light, their momentary ex-
istence. com.pressed the passage of time here. We cannot affort to 
:waste this time through petty prejudices. gossip or grudges. There 
1s too much at stake. . 
/' ~n Love · · ···· ·· ··· · • ···· · ······ · .... .... . ..... . Terry Moran\ 
N::~ati · · · · · · · · · · · ·.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .... .... Tony Hurtig 
B s; Date. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ... ..... Rick Moser 
usy ee... . .... F dB I Bald' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.. re arto 
Crue::~~j j.i~~~tl~~~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· Hugh Dellios 
Al en GI w · · · ··· · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Dave Lawson 
L. Pb L'ob · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . .. . . Dave Blowers 1e er 1e er Grinning and B~~~i~ · ·I·t· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Amy Teschner 
On Sabb f I g · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Kathy Doyle a ica . . ...... . .. . . K t S h 0 II N' G .. · .. .. .. ...... · ...... · a e pat 
L;;;~mat1:~di~~; · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · , ~ .B. Rees 
. Editorial Assistan~~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· ····David Weber 
. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... Lee Ester 
Layout Assistance . .. .. ... . ..... Not Pat Smitley, S~m Elkind, 
Ph t or Frisby D. Smith 
o. ographers ..... . .. .. ..... Cindy Johnson Beetle Ab h 
Busmess Ma N ' ra am Re nagers . · · · · · · · · · · · ancy Prussing, Lynn Fre(bur 
porters ... . ..... Mark Stephens Ben Neumann p I B g B · ·d p · • , au ergen 
ng1 . aiunen, Sam Levin, Andy Hazucha, Bob Weathers ' 
Tony_ N1candrou, Larry Leport, Phill Lindsay, Cher LH LI, 
Laurie Hovell, Emily Lynch Jim Cheng Stace y 0.rne, 
\. Derrick Dewalt, Ted Franti, T;d Chesky. • y Schme1del, 
./ 
Opinion __ ____ 
Tribute to Black hist 
reproduction of Dr. Martin De~mond N 
Luther King, Jr. speech on Akin. The 
"Non-violent Resistance," and show are 
Benvinda Ledo's monologue Tracye Wilson.. 
"Momma, Daddy, and Me writ- performing are 
ten · by our own, Tracye · L. and Benvinda 
' by Derrick De Walt 
Lawrence University's Black 
Organization of Stu~ents 
(B.O.X.) proudly pres~nts its .~e-
cond annual production _of A 
Tribute to Black History 
Month'! this Sunday at 7:30 
p.m. in StansbUJ1:' Theatre. 
February was nat10na~y ac· 
claimed as Black Hist~ry 
Month in the early seventies. 
Black History Month is a time 
especially designated to 
acknowledge and emphasize ~he 
American Black as an active 
and integral part of American 
history and society. 
This year's production ~ill 
consist of songs, skits, creative 
and vigorous poetry readings, 
. and famous monologues by 
famous men such as aboli-
tionist Frederick Douglass, Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr., and 
Malcomb X. The theme of this 
year's production is "2 B 
BLK." This is also the title of a 
poem in the show, written by 
Val Ferdinand. 
I hope that · this show will 
share and express black 
thought, black culture, and the 
black experience in American 
history as it has and is affecting 
and influencing blacks today. 
Th'e highlights of the show are 
Tia Akins in "I Used to Live In 
the World Now I Live In 
Harlem," Desmond Newton's 
portrayal of Frederick 
Douglass, Derrick DeWalt's 
Wilson. Remember: 
The members .of B.O.S. · per- ~ebruary 21, 1 
forming in "2B BLK" are ~ St;&nsbury 
freshmen Clifford Rohadfox, s1on 1s one dollu 
Boycott Ne_s 
To the Lawrence Commuiµty: 
In the past several weeks the 
Council for Social Concern has 
attempted to make Lawren· 
tians aware of Nestle's 
unethical marketing of infant 
formulas in the Third World. 
We have asked the Lawrence 
Community to boycott Nestle 
products, particularly · in _the , 
Grill and Zaug vendmg 
machines, thus showing its sup-. 
port for such . humanitarian 
organizations as the World 
Health Organization, Third 
World Action Group, National 
Council of Churches and the In-
terfaith Center on Corporate 
Responsibility and theiI: efforts. 
We have also written to Zaug 
asking them to replace Nestle 
products with alternatives. If 
you'd like to do the same the ad-
dress is: 
Here's one Beta who made 
Dr. David C. Mulford, senior 
investment advisor to the 
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agen-
cy, will speak at Lawrence 
University Wednesday, Feb. 
24, at 7:30 p.m. in Riverview 
Lounge of the Memorial Union. 
Mulford, a 1959 graduate of 
Lawrence, has chosen as the 
subject of his talk "Saudi 
Arabia: Reflections on the 
World's Largest Money Pool. " 
The public is invited to hear 
him, and there is no charge. 
Mulford's position, which he 
has held since 1974, has involv-
ed developing an investment 
program for the Saudi Arabian 
Monetary Agency (SAMA) 
from the beginning of its larg 
ul . e a~c~ atio~ o~ funds and pro-
viding contmumg investment 
m8:nagement of SAMA'S port-
folio. The group with which he 
is associated also advises· 
SAMA on a variety of other 
central banking, economic and 
financial matters. 
Mulford earned 10 varsity let-
ters in football, basketball and 
track at Lawrence and was 
secretary and vice president of 
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity. In his 
senior year he served on the 
President's Committee, which 
attemptd to improve relations 
between groups at Lawrence 
and conditions on campus. He 
was also elected to Mace for 
"scholastic endeavors, leader-
ship abilities, general character 
and campus contributions. " 
Mulford earned a bachelor of 
art~ d~gree cum laude, with a 
ma1or m economics and studied 
at the University of Capetown 
South Africa, in 1960. In 1962 
he took a master of arts degree . 
O'Neill to Orbit Stan~bu 
fos_sil fuel depletion He 
est1ma~es that payback. from 
pot:ntial space manufact . 
is v1rtually limitle urmg 
O'N ill ss. 
e outlines his ambitious 
r:~.e bmanufacturing program 
is ook The Hi h Fr . (Bantam, 1978) T g ontier 
outlined by O'Neiifehiprogram 
the develo nged on 
space shul:ent ~ the reusable 
cessfully tesi~/' f h w8:s su~-
1977' and on m ree flight m 
of a worki the construction 
driver nug ~ode! of the mass 
· sing t h . 
originally de .ec . niques 
magneticall y1sed for 
transit tr~ l~vit~ted mass 
a taunchin • 0 Neill designed g machine · hi 
magnetically m w ch 
suspended 
buckets are accelerated along a 
track by superconducting elec-
tromagnetic coils. When the 
buckets decelerated th . 
P 1 d • e1r o~i o·t s carry on. In 1977 
l ei ' then on. sabbatical eave at MIT p f · · · as Hunsaker 
Hro essor gf Aerospace Dr 
en~):' Kolm, an M'.1 T. 
phys1c1st, and several grad . t . 
students b ild . ua e 
model m u .a working scale 
I ass driver from scrap 
An tests at •Princeton and at th~ mes Re h 
model seharc Center, ' the pus ed a 
~uck~t to eighty-fiveo:i~~u;! 
~ur m one-tenth of a second for 
G acceleration of thirt fi 's. Y· ve 
O'Neill's first ibook paints a 
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Trip treks through Russia 
·ce and Gypsies greet Smalley and the gang 
jy Mir l Druzhb~ . . peanut butte.r ju.gs. Each van smoothly as the aff . 
,nie -Lawrence Umversi~y fended for itself geographic- Boris and R darr between Moscow lived up to its reputa- The people of the Soviet 
. S)avlo t;rip is not your basic ally, ecc:>nomically, and the chance tya ban we all had tion as the vast cold heart of the union were highly receptive to ~ t.erm abroad, In fact, gastronomically. Some vans vasiveness 0f t serv~ the P_er- Soviet system. Ironically, it our parade of VW's. The 
not evetl. have a cl?se fared better than others in all of force. Emil C~e ~-oviet police was here that we celebrated our children would smile and wave 
for besides showmg these areas, particularly those Y pe and, captur- fourth of July. from the roadside and a crowd 
uange lands, exotk which,were blue and possessed :i~ and radical soci?" . a black. bag. . 
~ systems .. the Slavic · . Despite our anxious anticipa-
. take& one behind the cur- tion of the looming Soviet 
trJ? under the table, and into border, we found that the Iron 
:bubbly, so to SJ?eak. The C~tain ~fted over our heads 
. wrestles the mmd away · flil;lY easily. Surprisingly, the :n ~ception and o'pens grim and thorough border 
a world mysterious and patrol proved less of an ~ a world that · often obstacle than our fears. At the 
JeaVII us wondering, seldom border we left only Condrell 's 
~ding. "Playboy" while the border left 
'J.1-,1981 Slavic trip ac~eved u~ with soiled ~ndies. We 
- heights, nd mevitablr, picked UI? our guides, Boris, a 
- depths, 01;1 June 15~h, m plump litt~e . Napolea:n, and 
~. Belgium, a diverse Raya, a tnrud and enticing 
c:rew, led by the well- devushka, who were assigned 
seQ.C!iieii and passive George to us by Intourist. Next stop 
~ and Richard Yatzeck, Leningrad. 
clffllb.1d aboard brightly Unlike Soviet farms, our im-
~ Volkswagen vans and pressions of the trip were not 
hilii!iteast. The next three and collective, yet we all found Len-
a JiaH DlODths would show us ingrad unique among Soviet 
aJmoet twenty countries. We cities. Horse drawn carriages 
W111tostandreservedinfront no longer whisk St. 
oflAmm's t.omb, awed ~ -a War- Petersburg's young ladies to 
saw labor strike, paranoid in their first ball. The striking 
Jst.anbul's grand bazaar, and pastel colored buildings remain, 
stagpring- in a Caucus moun- although in need of paint and 
tain meadow. We were to en- the Winter Palace, now ' an · art 
counter Intourist guides, museum, still sends shivers of 
Soviet youth, and Soviet police, revolutionary thrill through the 
as well as gypsies, witches, mildest romantic. The omnipre-
mechanics, and Y~os. sent Soviet propaganda slogans 
While its heart lies in Russia, that adorned banners, 
the essence .of the Slavic trip is signboards and buildings af-
its · style. Loosely organized forded the opportunity to brush 
around a fourteen week up on our limited Russian. 
itinerary, we traveled Throughout our stay _in the 
haphazardly from city to city, Soviet Union, the Intounst Ser-
monastery to monastery, in our vice took care of our meals and . 
slowly det.eriotating VW -vans. accomodations so· that only 
Out of compulsion and -conve- when buying souvenirs ~d non 
· nience the gi:oup of 47 stuck essentials were we subJect to 
t.ogether in the U.S.S.R., stay- the long lines of Sovie~ stores. 
ing in.one Druzhba hotel after Our American dollars, m so~e 
another, or camping in . cases, entitled us . to special 
designated areas. Somewhat to treatment, for special bars and 
the dismay of Intourist, the· of- stores were reserved for those 
ficial Soviet tourist bureau we with western currency. At 
wandered freely once we ~e:ich- times we were ~ropositioned by 
ed each scheduled city, Russians carrymg only rub!es, 
although the date and duration who " sought the_ western 11?" 
of our stay was predetermined. ports and souverurs stocked m 
Outside of the Soviet Union these " beriozhkas." These deal-
schedules and structure, like ings drew us into the "black 
tbeMensheviks, were cast upon' market, " where ?ur_ sympath{ 
the rubbish heap of history an~ (or was it our capitalist nature·) 
spontaneity · becaine king. could not resist. Of course, 
There Were no Eurail passes, most trip~ers were ~!so 
~-H.A. Y~uth - hostels, pen- solicited for Jeans and t-shirts, 
8!ones or Band B's. We slept in and somehow ou: already 
fanners.' fields, garbage dumps, modest war<!robes dispe~sed.m-
~ketball courts, and an occa- From Lerungrad we pilgr~he 
810nal campground. Social maged to Novgorod, w~ere or-
status was measured by the . onion domes of Russian 
Weight of blue burners and the thodox churches pop up 
nlllllber of remaining tins and everywhere. Here the cham-
p agi:i e flowed almost as 
Wednesday Night is ·1talian Night! 
5:00 -10:00 p.m. 
•Good Food •Qo.od Drinks 
GOOD 
COMPANY 
4g ........ s4.59 r.1.1
1
AGNA .... ........... · .. - . s4 • 79 :,n lCKEN ITALIANO .......... · · · · · · s
3
•49 GHETTI ALL You CAN un11 .. · · · · · · · ·. 
Salad and Garlic Bread lncuded 
1 E. College Ave. - Next to campus 
A s·KETCH from the tripper's notebook 
ing one of the more touching We then headed soutli, to tire would gather in a parking lot to 
moments of the trip, layed an Don River, and eventually into examine both Volkswagen and 
offering on the city's tomb of the Caucus mountain range. American. Reaction to our 
the unknown soldier. Along the way we took advan- presence ranged from awe and 
By the time we got to tage of arranged tours through disbelief to a reserved but 
Moscow, our anxieties had sub- a state farm in Rostov, a somewhat curious apathy. We 
sided to the point where we had hospital in Pyatigorsk, and were indeed something novel, 
little to fear but the elevators in Orel's Pioneer palace, where and as Tommy Dwyer Rut it, 
our hotel. Obviously one of the school childen entertained us "here we are superstars. 
W The farther south we drove highlights of the trip, we with a dance and a song. e 
Americans visited all of also met with Soviet youth into the Soviet union, the less 
formal and more friendly the Moscow's hotspots---the organizations where we discuss-
Kremlin, Red square, Lenin's ed lifestyles, cultures, and people seemed. The dark 
tomb, the Bolshoi Theatre. disco. Continued on Page 7 
<?ff: 
. \ 'ac1?fu ~. it~rt;;t~~ ~, 
. He has a pµrpose; 
< is sef lli . Indi~ . and 
· JUl aspect of Indian life. 
· ;rs)Q)ijr~ p::: 
···.f,:gj~t,~~·~r~:~~:: 
Bhaskar . says, !'Vile·.· became 
Bhask<l! requested a v~ry close to t~ .ci>altt com-
..... ·.·.·... wtftion would not }ntfoity/ And, iti th~ pr~s we 
!ti!l~t:;~u: ::i;e!e a f:ra:i: ~:$~e~~ 
'ai?? ;~~tiw;tof: :~=~:::~~~!rtfa%tfttfe 
at..a:tid , world. in that sense it has a 
·•{II~!;, ;;if ~~~n°f~~~Hit~ft~t}•••i· 
·er 3vork · crosse.4 c.µlturitlt ii-~:~ 
/ 
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by Jeff Wisser . 
Tony Richardson 's B~r~e~ JS 
a brooding atmospheric film 
which features Jack 
Nicholson's most powerful per-
formance since Chinatow~ . . 
Set in ElPaso, Texas, Richar-
dson 's film tells the story . of 
Charlie Smith; a border guard 
caught between a barren 
wasteland and a barren 
wasteland. 
On one side is a rocky, dusty 
Mexico--a land popula~ed 
primarily by poor, i~obl~ peo-
ple, persecuted by their arid en-
vironment. As photo~ap~ed 
by Ric Waits, this Mexico is a 
gravelly region which refuses to 
support any type of _life f?rm. 
On the other side 1s an 
America where the only real 
values are those found on 
pricetags. Weber grills, swimm-
ing pools and waterbeds a_re t~e 
prizes here and corrupt10n 1s 
the cost. 
Charlie Smith is cast into•the 
abyss by his wife's desire for 'a 
better life. ' She drags her hus-
band from a low paying yet 
essentially honest job_ in Los 
Angeles to this alleged promis-
ed land. Once in El Paso, 
however, Charley finds that the 
milk and honey are quite spoil-
ed. Here Charley confronts, a 
border patrol methodology 
which is ruled by extreme cor-
ruption. He must, in the face of 
this corruption draw a line bet-
ween acceptable and unaccep-
table graft-and defend that 
line. 
None of this is especially 
original. Disillusioned 
American Film heroes have had 
to draw the line since Hum-
phrey Bogart first put his lips 
together and blew. But through 
the efforts of Waits, Richard-
son and Nicholson, the material 
Album review 
here is endowed with freshness 
and integrity. . 
Wait's cinematography . is 
superb. He infuses the mot10n 
picture with ·such a strong feel 
for the desert climate that we 
are actually thankful t9 reach 
the snow, slush and c?ld 
waiting in the theatre parking 
lot. h" 
Richardson, bes_t know for 1s 
direction of Tom Jones, The 
Loved One and A Taste of 
Honey, has given Border a slo~ 
but steady rhythm; a rhyth~ 
which works well here. His 
depi~tion of the Americ~n 
wasteland is quite successful m 
that it avoids the temptation to 
become either glib or preachy. 
Nicholson is back in form in 
this one. This is the strongest 
material he's been given since 
Chinatown, and he makes the 
most of it. This is the Nicholson 
of old, the Nicholson who ge_ts 
his character's feelings across 
through subtle gestures and 
facial expressions, rather than 
shouting and screaming. 
WHO wrote this crap? 
Harvey Keitel also turns in a 
powerful performance. Best 
know as the pimp in Taxi 
Driver, he has once again 
asserted his pre-eminence 
among the American cinema 's 
character actors. 
Alsp integral here is the 
brooding, bluesy musical score 
by Ry Cooder. Cooder's music 
is perfectly suite<;!. for the mood · 
of this film, as it was in Walter 
Hill 's The Long Riders, and 
Southern Comfort. 
There are, however, a few 
drawbacks. Valerie Perrine and 
Warren Oates as N'mbblaon's 
wife and boss~. are 
not very convincing. 'Dliacreen 
play, too, has ~
Written by ..Perie ffl!IIDII~ 
W alon Green "qd Ji>av,.d 
Freeman, it start!il a bit 
before reaching' its 
conclusion. ,.. 
Still, this is a 
filled with ins~ 
ty, a film w~ 
Knavish Nick gets low - stick to the stu. 
by Paul Bergen 
Ed. Note: The album reviewed 
in this article was donated by 
Beggar's Tune, 217 E. College 
Ave. • 
"Nick Lowe? Sure, I 've heard 
of him. He's the guy who pro-
duces all of Elvis Costello's 
albums, right?" · Yeah, yeah, 
that 's him. And judging from 
his latest solo album, Nick the 
Nife, that's the way people will 
continue to think of him. Nick 
the Nife is power pop with a 
heavy emphasis on pop. As a 
song writer, Lowe has an amaz-
ing proclivity for prolifically · 
producing pop tunes · which 
seem to pop onto the pop charts 
as fast as they pop off and 
disappear. W)1ile his talents as 
a record producer are outstan-
ding, having worked with 
Costello, Graham Parker, The 
Pretenders, and Ian Gomm, his 
talents as a songwriter range no 
further than simple pop tunes 
with mildly clever lyrics. 
Granted, the guy is a master at 
what he does - a prince of pop, 
if you will - but his latest solo 
album lacks the spark that 
characterized his work with 
Dave Edmunds and Rockpile. 
Nick the Nife may not be a com-
atose album, but it certainly 
could use an il}j~tion of the 
·power in power pop for a little 
life. 
Nick Lowe is one of the power 
pop groupies who emerged out 
of England in the mid-
seventies. Like our very own 
American "Cool California Cli-
que" of Niel Y., Jacks.on B., 
. Linda R., and the Eagles -
Nick Lowe, Dave Edmunds. 
Graham Parker and Squeeze 
seem to live forever on the same 
lighthearted, straightforward 
power-pop formulas . Only 
unlike our Cool California Cli-
que, the Power Pop Britainers 
tend to show a bit more ex-
huberance and ingenuity in 
th~ir music. On Nick the Nife, 
'Lowe grabs a handful of these 
groupies - including Billy 
Bremner (Rockpile), Martin 
Belmont (The Rumour), Steve 
Nieve (The Attractions), and 
Raul Carrac}{ (Squeeze) - and 
tries to create an album with 
the exhliberence and vitality 
each of these artists displays in 
his own group. This plan fails, 
however, and Lowe 's LP suffers 
from an annoying dullness so 
uncharacteristic of his work 
with Rockpile. 
Lowe has never been quite 
the master of verbal booby-
traps that Costello and Glen 
Tillbrook of Squeeze have pro-
ven to bl:!, but he makes a mark-
ed attempt at imitation on Nick 
the Nife. In fact, musically, as 
well as lyrically, the best songs 
on the album are those which 
sound closest to early Squeeze 
"Zulu Kiss," "My Heart 
Hurts, " and "Let Me Kiss Ya " 
all ring of the same swift 
straightforward, lighthearted 
sound so reminiscent of 
Sque~ze's Cool for Cats. What 
Lowe s song lack however his 
the life of the Squeeze album 
. Lowe's poetry . · 
characteristically simpl~s 
gen~rally mildly clever, and an'. 
noymgly lacking of vitalit 
Above the mellow pop b t yf. 
"R . . ea o 
aining Raining " L 
wh· "I ' , owe 
. mes, t s sunny and dry I 
with_ not on~ cloud in the sky I 
but m here inside it's rainin I 
lovers go for a stroll I ctressed !p 
in summer clothes I but deep 
down inside I it's cold and it's 
raining. " These lyrics are sung 
over the harmonizing 
background _ of Lowe droning, 
"drip, drop, drip, drop, 
raining. " Clever ... kind of fun . 
.. but hardly up to a Tillbrook. 
Abo_ve the folky melody of 
"Couldn't Love You (Any More 
· Than I Do)," Lowe sings, "I 
could learn every line of Crime 
and Punishment, .but I couldn't 
love you (any more than I do)." 
Q.K. ... a little better . : . but in 
"Too Many Teardrops," Lowe -
laments, "Too many teardrops · 
I 've cried over you / now I'm all 
cried __ o,ut I too many teardrops· 
fogg_zn up my eyes I not a pret-
ty sight watchin' a grown man 
CIJ'.· "Well .. . now we're getting 
a little trite. 
!he LP does have some 
bright moments. "Let Me Kiss 
Ya" ("It's easy doin' homework 
when the subject is yourself") 
·:Ba Doom" ("You got a smil~ 
~ea searchlight"), and " Stick 
it W~er~ ~he Sun Don't Shine" ~ 
(despite it s outright robbery of 
~ree~ence Clearwater's open-
mg lick on " Green River") all 
. stand out as 'fun, fairly lively 
and clever pop tunes. But on 
the whole, the album is just too 
h~atant a shc,t at the AM 
singles chart. 'On too many 
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weiglting hl, own"' !<:.,,tters - A proveable beast by Max .Weber 
G ce Hemmgway once 
:: to a friend describing lier 
V/fO Y88l'. old son, Ernest: -, 'when 
tlVOed what be is afntld of" ~e 
ask te, "be shouts out 'fraid of 
VlfO tbini' with ~t gusto." His 
no iration, already at this 
as~ .... a-. was to be taken for a yo.._-~ • ' 
~ bis life ' Ernest Hems 
inglVIY seems . to have been 
driven by a desire to assert his 
'ority and ~ood. In-r: bis Selected Letters show 
bis unf~ pride in · his 
u~etic abilities, ·his capacity 
~or drink, his prowess , as a 
fisherman and hunter, and his 
rulershiP _over p4jn and · fear. -
They communicate at times a 
carefully cultivated social for-
titude in the man, the very stuff 
of which his fictional heroes 
\V8l'8 made. 
But as --Carlos Baker ' has 
stated in his biography of Hem-
ingWaY, · the small boy who 
shouted. "fraid 'o nothing' soon 
became the · man who 
discovered that there was plen-
ty to fear in life; The wounded 
adolescent in World W arc I soon 
realized. that · no man was ex-
empt from mortality. The 
hedonist who ' found many 
pleasures in life was reminded, 
over and over again, that 
human existence is forever fill-
·ed with pain. On;e wonders, too, 
whether the . insomnious 
hypochondriac on tbe 9rink of 
suicide did not, as i:pany of his 
characters did, ultimately fear 
that cosmic nothingness which 
Goya called Nada. .. 
One of the II10'St interesting 
characteristics of Hemingway 
t.o emerge from his letters is his 
complex -attitude tow~d his 
craft. Thereis first .the intense-
. ly competitive, m~, . forever 
talhat of o_thers. "You iould Un?erneath it all, however 
ways wnte YQur best against Hem1~gway possessed mor~ 
d~d. writers" he wrote to ttan Jus_t a touch of insecurity 
Wilham Faulkner . a out his work. He seems to 
194!," .. . and beat them one ~yn ~av~ielt}omewhat threatened 
one. Beat Turgenieff-which we y e intellectual" writers, 
both did soundly .. then nail s~ch as T.S. Eliot, whom he in-
yourself De Maupassant. Then s1st:~. ;-rote only "pretentious 
- try and take Stendhal." can · ndeed, he often resorted 
There is, too, the man ;ho to th~ cheapest terms when ad- . 
placed a high emphasis on in- dressing the subject of Eliot. 
du~try and incorruptibility. He When Joseph Conrad died in 
thoroughly regretted Scott Fit- 1924, for example, Hemingway 
zgerald's lack of diligence, for· ~ent_out of his way to remark 
~ple, and deplored his af- m pnnt that if he could bring 
filiations with Hollywood and C~>nrad back to life "by grin-
th.e Saturday Evening Post. " I ding Mr. Eliot into a fine dry 
,_. powder and sprinkling that 
IUIOW no one that has ever had d 
al pow er over Conrad's grave in 
more t ent or wasted it more" Canterbury," he would "leave 
he wrote of Fitzgerald in 1928 for London early tomorrow 
"I wish to God he'd write ~ · 
good_ book and finish it and not :::e~~.f with a sausage 
poop himself away on those Hemingway also felt the need 
lousy Post stories." To mutual , to defend himself against the 
friends he often disgustfully communist and Marxist writers 
asked, "Is Scott still who were proliferating during 
Hollywooding?" his day. "All the state has ever 
But Fitzgerald's real block to meant to me is unjust 
productivity hl:ld been accor- taxation" he once wrote to Ivan 
ding to Hemingway, Scott's Kashin, his Russian translator, 
jealous wife, Zelda. "Zelda was "I believe in the absolute 
insanely jealous of Scott's work minimum of government.'' 
and any time he would work Hemingway believed that his 
hard she would bust it up" he occupation necessarily pitted 
wrote in 1954, " ... every time he him .against any state or 
would get straightened out she bureaucracy. He often express-
would get him on the booze." ed a romanticized view of his 
To Arthur Mizener, own independence. "A writer is 
Fitzgerald's biographer, he an outlayer like a gypsy" he 
wrote: "Did I write or tell you wrote, "He owes no allegiance 
how Zelda really . ruined to any government. His hand 
Scott? ... she told him A: That he should be against it and its 
had never given her sexual hand will always be against 
satisfaction B: That it was him. " At times, however, his 
because his sexual organ was real defensiveness. and mild 
too small. " In 1932 Hemingway paranoia are what come 
summed up his feelings for his through, as when he once com-
friend and fellow writer: " Poor pared a writer to a wolf. "He is 
old Scott. . He is the hunted by everyone. Everyone 
great tragedy of talent in our is against him and l\_e is on his 
bloody generation." own as a writer is." -
Sometimes Hemingway went 
to extremes to prove, perhaps 
mostly to himself, his in-
dependence from and hatred of 
politics and politicians. He once 
invited Senator Joseph McCar-
th~; in fine tough guy fashion, 
to corne down here and fight: " 
I know you were in a fine 
force_ and you must have been 
wounded really badly but 
Senator you certainly bore the 
bejeesus out of some tax-payers 
an<!_ this is an invitation to get 
it all out of your system. You 
can come down here and fight 
for free, without any publicity, 
with an old character like me 
who is fifty years old and 
weighs 209 and thinks you are a 
shit, Senator, and would knock 
you on your ass the best day 
you ·ever lived. It might be 
healthy for you a;;d it would 
certainly bff instructive. 
Hemingway's notoriously 
short temper was aroused by 
adverse criticism of whatever 
kind. And while praise of his 
. writing always made him hap-
py, pejoritive comments always 
kindled his wrath. Once in 1947, 
William · Faulkner told some 
students at the University of 
Mississippi that Hemingway 
lacked the courage to go out on 
the limb of fictional experimen- · 
tation. Hemingway, deeply in-
sulted, called on his former war 
commander .to testify as to his 
personal bravery which, of 
course, was not the point at 
issue. And though Faulkner 
sent his apologies,, for the rest 
of his life Hemingway held a 
grudge against his acknowledg-
ed rival of American fiction. 
When Faulkner won the 
Nobel Prize in 1950, Hem-
ingway had, or thought he had, 
new._Jeverage on his rival. What 
usually showed is his jealousy: 
"You see what happens with 
Bill Faulkner is that as long as 
I'm alive he had to drink to feel 
good about having the Nobel 
Prize." he wrote to Harvey 
Breit in 1952. In the same let-
ter, Hemingway continued his 
petty dia tribe, adding, "He 
made a speech, very good. I 
knew he could never, now, or 
ever again write a book up to 
his speech. I also knew I could 
write a book better and 
straighter than his speech and 
without tricks nor rhetoric. " 
It seems that the threatening 
stance of the tough guy in the 
face of those who had crossed 
him was just another of the 
facets of the public image 
Ernest Hemingway wished to 
project. But ultimately Hem-
ingway the writer seems to 
have possessed and protected 
- one basic though overhwelming 
fear: he did not believe that he 
would last. Sometimes he ex-
pressed this fear openly, as 
when he said "the hell of it is 
that when they start the ex-
cavations who will they find 
that knew me the way things 
go? There will only be people 
that claimed they knew you. Or 
a few long-lived dislikers. " 
Usually, however, he managed 
to supress it fiercely: " I only 
think about writing truly. 
Posterity can take care of 
herself or fuck herself." 
• • 
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR PABST 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO 
FIND OUT WHAT SERVICES, 
PROMOTIONAL IDEAS AND 
QUALITY PRODUCTS WE HAVE TO 
MAKE YOUR PARTY A SUCCESS. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, (;ALL: 
For more information call: 
Chuck Keller or Randy Daul 
' 
' 
Fiddler in the Chapel 
Violinist Charles Treger, six 
Lawrence · University Conser-
vatory faculty members, and a 
violinist from the Interlochen 
Arts Academy will perform 
works by Mozart, Milhaud and 
Dvorak in a concert Monday, 
Feb. 22, at 8 p.m. in Lawrence. 
Memorial Chapel in Appleton. 
Tickets for the concert, billed 
as " Charles- Treger and 
Lawrence Friends II ," are 
available at the Lawrence 
University Box Office , 
telephone 735-6749. Box Office 
hours are noon to 6 p.m. every-
day except Sunday. The charge 
for adults is $3. Students are 
entitled to one free ticket each. 
The concert Monday night 
will be Treger's second col-
laboration with Lawrence facul-
ty members within the past two 
years. The first "Charles Treger 
and Lawrence Friends" concert 
on Oct. 31, 1980, was warmly 
received. · 
In Mozart 's Oboe Quartet in 
F Major, Treger will be joined 
Monday night by oboist 
Howard Niblock and cellist 
Carlton McCreery, both of the 
Lawrence faculty, and violinist 
David Holland, a faculty 
member at the Interlochen Arts 
Academy at Interlochen, 
Michigan. 
The Suite for Violin, Clarinet, 
and Piano by Darius Milhaud 
will be performed by Treger, 
clarinetist Dan Sparks and 
pianist Robert Below, both of 
Lawrence. 
The closing work on the pro-
gram, Dvorak's Piano Quintet 
in A Major, Opus 81, will be 
played by Treger, violinist Nan-
cy Messuri, Holland, McCreery, 
and pianist Theodore Rehl. 
Messuri and Rehl are Lawrence 
Conservatory faculty members. 
Treger's appointment as ar-
tistic adviser to the Lawrence 
Conservatory last September 
was the culmination of a long 
relationship with the universi-
ty. The association began in the 
1960s when Treger was concert-
master and Kenneth Byler, 
then conductor of the Lawrence 
Symphony Orchestra, was a 
member of the violin section of 
the Peninsula Music Festival 
Orchestra in Door County. At 
Byler 's invitation, Treger per-
formed the Beethoven violin 
concerto with the Lawrence Or-
chestra at the university 's 
125th anniversary concert in 
1972. Lawrence awarded him 
an honorary doctor. of fine arts 
degree in 1973. 
For several years beginning 
in 1973-74; Treger came to 
Lawrence as the Ethel M. 
Barber Visiting Professor of 
Music, and he has continued his 
association with Lawrence 
since that time. Treger was the 
first American ever to win the 
prestigious Wieniawski Com- · 
petition in Warsaw, and he has 
appeared as a soloist with many 
of the leading orchestras in this 
country and abroad. With 
pianist Andre Watts, he formed 
the Treger-Watts Duo, which 
has appeared this season at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New 
York, the Library of Congress 
in Washington, D: C., and 
elsewhere. 
DINE IN or CARRY OUT 
Featuring The Best Cheeseburger in Town 
Open Daily: 1,1 a.m. to 2 a.m. Now Open Sundays: 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Choir on the road, again 
by Jay Kellner 
This Sunday at 8 p.m. in the 
Chapel the Lawrence Choir, 
under the direction of Dr. 
William Heinz Jr., will present 
the final concert of their 1982 
tour. 
The choir departed on 
Wednesday for their first con-
cert in LaPorte, Indiana. Next 
on the map was Toledo, Ohio 
and tonight tbe choir will be 
singing in Kalamazoo , 
Michigan. Saturday takes the 
choir to Chicago with a concert 
in Evanston, Illinois and on 
Sunday ifs a double-header, 
with a church service in 
Wauwatosa and a finale home 
concert here in the chapel. 
That's five states, five days, six 
concerts. 
"We have been preparing this 
program since first term," 
Heinz commented, " and we are 
very excited about offering it to 
the Lawrence community." 
Speaking ef prepara tion, 
those who attended the Junior 
Class dinner may well have 
heard the pre-tour-warm-up 
concert which consisted of a 
heartfelt rendition of Oer' The 
Fox. In contrast to the Junior 
Dinner, however, Bill Fortune 
has denied the rumors that 
s~veral cases of light red wine 
will_ be made available to the 
choir before Sunday evenings 
.concert. 
T_enor Kenneth Bozeman, 
a~~s~anft professor of music, 
~ e eatured in three selec-
t10ns on Sunday 's program 
of which will be a solo p o~e 
A li b ' ams nge cus y Cesar Fran k 
Also featu_red will be contra~t~ 
Kate Bublitz singing Debuss , Quant ·• · Y s 
. J /ll ouy le tabourin 
which em~loys a unique choral 
a~comparument. The audience ~ be treated as well with a 
piece p~epared and directed b 
the assistant conductor Lind: 
(soon to be Burk) L t 
propriately entitled I ~ z Map-
Love. '. ve Y 
The concert in Toledo is sure 
to be one of the highlight f 
the tour. Dr. Heinz will b s o 
clinician for the Toled :i guest 
Choir. This ch . . 0 onors 
of the five to <;>ir is comprised 
.of the Tolecfo-S:gers. from each 
and will · . ea highschools 
Choir in ..;i::i0 t~~; . Lawrence 
mance of Brucker's A! :rf~r-
Sunday's program will ~a. 
elude a few su . m-
twentieth centuryrpnses from the 
, one of which 
is a work written for choir and 
electronic tape entitled Collect 
For Peace. 
On behalf of the Lawrence 
Choir Dr. Heinz expressed his 
gratitude to the administration 
for supporting tlie choir in auch 
an educational and Promotional 
venture. 
Sunday night's 8 p.m. COJlllert 
in the Chapel is free and the 
public is invited. 
GEEZ - look at the size of that thing. 
by Stacey Schmeidel 
As we enter the second half of 
second term, and rapidly ap-
proach the end of the school 
year, t~e Conservatory calen-
dar begms to fill up. 
~ust back from their whirl-
w1_nd tour of Toledo 
Milwaukee, and Kalamazoo th~ 
CLahw~ence University Co~cert 
. o1r will present 
Milwaukeean, mentor, and all-
aro~md good guy Dr. William 
Hemz, the host of others Be 
sure to catch this : . 
ensemble . . exc1tmg 
. h I m action Sunday rug t. 
Again visiting the Lawre ~~~~= Trthis week is violi~~: 
eger, who will ·0 · Lawren~e faculty and frienJ ~ 
presentmg "Char} Tr s m 
Friends II " Mo~~ eg~r & 
February 22 ay · rught, Ch at 8:00 in the 
apel. Mr. Treger will b . . 
ed by b . e Jom, 
o o1st Howard "H l Christmas" N 'bl O Y 
David Holland 1 0 ~k, violist 
around good ' cellist (and all-
Creery to guy) Carlton Mc-
with th M open the program 
' e ozart Oboe Qu in F Major. Thi will artet 8 be follow-
ed by D~us Milhaud's $di' 
for Violin, Clarinet, and JIIIDD 
performed by Mr. ~ 
clarinetist Dans ~.wh 
pianist Robert "Mr. '! 'WIIIIW"."' 
Century" Below. FoJiowiul ID' 
termission, Mr. Holland. Mr, 
McCreery, violinist--~ 
Messuri, and pianist ·.1·a.-~ 
Rehl will joiri Mr. Treat' h 
close the program l1ri\ 
Dvorak 's irlfamous PIP 
Quintet in A Major, Thilfl~ 
to be a very special ~ G! 
fine music-don't miss-i!,~ 
be sure to catch "_. 
Treger and Lawrence • 
II 11!, coming next t,erdlt liO 
theater near you!) 
The dynamic d!,IO 
Stockwell and TODY 
will present a reel 
Thursday.Fe~ 
in Harper Hall. 
was unavailable 
time, but ju 
outstanding 
Threepenny 
is--sure to be 
. There will 
dent recital 
has to ba 
tions, Mr. 
ym ~o more than a developed id~ 
tion of Alexander the building will have th 
from the main potential to generate extr! 
fdnders the ~tudent revenues by attracting summer 
yeniently takm.g .. ad~ programs to the Lawrence cam-
of the gym facilities. pus. 
· stratio~,'howeve~, is . Despite Roberts' claim.that a 
d to the inadequacies, gym could be started within a 
)ocation and outdated year, serious plans for a new 
des of Alexander _Gym. gym may not become a reality 
dent Warch, quoting the by 1990. President Warch has 
ork Times, stated "a new maintained that Lawrence is 
onal facility would im- still exploring the possibilities 
tl)e quality of _life at of a new gym complex'. 
" He also said that Hov.:ever, this possibility, ac-
a facili.ty would better cording to Warch, is still no 
the needs of the students; more than a developed idea. 
, "a m9(iern ahd So too, Greg Fahlund (Alum-
'tive pool facility and an ni Relations Director) contends 
running track." Roberts the alumni is responsive to the 
, "It would be nice to needs of Lawrence. As of next 
new space for the in- year a major capital fund drive 
basketball program. will embark on a campaign to 
nsw recreation facility will meet the goals of Lawrence for 
some needed gym the remainder of the century. 
"It further explains that First, Fahlund feels that 
_theoretical gym plans Lawrence must judge the needs 
consist of an indoor track for a recreational facility 
centered around the belly against the growing needs of 
pqo1 that would-save not scholarship, facility, and 
pee. but money. So, too, academic life. Secondly, 
troo~-a~ 
(P~U4~<JJ~ACL~ 
DeVELDER, Wodewick gets 
wevenge. .. 
KAREN U. Have a super time at 
Pledge Formal tomorrow night. 
Watcll out for people.laying on the 
floor behind you! I 'II be keeping my 
eye on you! 
love, your big sis 
DAN BUSIEL, Bring your slave 
saleldei8 to 112 Coleman!! 
t 'aime, Cindy 
LY?(N DE, Monkey see, Monkey 
do. • 
Dl:IBIV: get psyched for Lax! 
Bacl(,,aoom with a ball, stick and 
shovel! \ 
. ~ 
PkctEBE, Welcome to the 
family! I'm glad you're my little 
sis. -
Theta love, Big sis. 
TOM H, . TOM .M. (CECIL), 
RENAE, MARK ' AND LISA, 
r.t's have fun on Saturday. See 
youat-tliep.J>.p.p. 
Love, Sus. 
Lcl, The monkeynappers will call 
onyou.. 
Ll'M'LE•SIS LAURA, Your 
Family welcomes you! Have a blast 
on Saturday and beware, I 'II be 
watching you! · 
Theta love, yo/Jr big sis. 
THETA PLEDGES, Actives too: 
have tons of fun cuz I love you! 
... a sister 
·LYNN G.: I know its been quite 
a Week. Here's ·hoping you have a 
fabulous Saturday nihgt. YOU 
DESERVE IT! 'llhanks for being 
YOU. 
MATT AND TtRZ, best. 
~. :the gang 
. TERRI: I'm so glad you '.re my 
:ttle aia. Have a wonderful pledge 
ormal. .. this year we can bop 
~el'! ... ames 
JEILSHORN: M I don't get my 
f back you'll be watching re-runs 
~e Boat on Saturday night! 
DEAR LEONARD: Yo~'re the 
Breateat.A2 Skidoo? 
- Love ya, Huey 
NOW THAT .YOU'VE used 
~oUr 1~uet for the wedding and to ep-P fQrmal, its time to toss it 
~bridesmaids. · 
faSitfNNER: Thanks for "the VOl'" I 
"Dl'lh ... hope the evening will be 
~ a bag! Get ready for a wild 
~:"'----------
y ·AND LOUIi!:: Don't 
feed the dog and clean up 
duck while I'm gone! 
Love, Huey 
~OUT the little mah's, 
legs hereditary? 
away from my 
-Weaz 
WHERE WILL the happy 
couple be living? 402 Kohler or 215 
Ormsby? 
THETAS-Get psyched for a 
fabulous time! JTM-keep track of 
your shoes! AEW-Gauze bandages 
might work better! AAT-I'm sure 
my date would love to dance with 
you - in case yo4r date tires of the 
sport! DLG-Repeat of freshmen 
year · 1st floor Plantz clothes 
delivery service? ML.W.-No boxing 
gloves! KKL-Will you make it to 
Sunday brunch? KMJ·Watch those 
pre-dance daquiris! JLK-Want my 
static guard? Let 's all have a great 
time! 
LAWSON-When you get back 
I'm going to gouge your piggy little 
eyes out and eat your liver. 
-stood up 
THETAS-Get psyched for 
Saturday. 
DEAR FRIENDS & CERTAIN 
NICOLES: Thanks for all your help 
this week. If it had not been for you 
I would have probably been found 
hanging on some poor innocent 
plant. or holding some wall up. At 
least I know today is Friday. 
Thank you, I love you all. 
The girl with 
the never ending headache 
ILYBAAE. PCU!! IMY, 
IL Y, A IC NT y HM y MT M. 
YTA. A,L. 
NICOLE- if your performan~e · 
at P.F. is anywhere near what it 
was at the Fire Alarm, you may be 
subject to standards. 
DO YOU PARTAKE in health_y 
greed? Partake in the L.U. movie 
contest. 100 dollars to th~ wmn.er 
plus local fame! nu[ said. 
PARADIGMLESSS science is 
pelagic, and copious an_omohes are 
. Kuhn's theories evolve, tragic, 1 d when stating science revo ves. an . 
highly developed equals magic. 
Th e green lantern 
MARCYSUEKATHY-neds a 
spedge formal date; cigarettes need 
only apply, ex. 6885. 
CHA Y? ... sies .. Choot! 
-C.B. 
PETERSUE needs a spedge 
formal date; butts need only apply. 
ex. 6885. 




. d. Tastes good 
LAWRENCE is an 
ALL OF t of the people 
ashtray and mo~ clarification 
merely . butts . Th~nks, Cathy.sue. 
needed. • 
f -1 has been ANNE: Our am• y M & 
d. . to uplJold (S, , great tra 1tion ou take 
AW) I'm ever so pleases y . I r 
traditions serious '.( 
therse p· Phi love, Bt[ S,s. 
Welcome! 1 
THAT MEAN that some 
D9ES . rettes and others people are c1ga 
are ... ? 
Lawrence needs to raise enough 
endowment to cover both the 
academi~ and recreational 
_needs of the student. During 
the_ .summer of 1982, 
prelmunary studies will explore 
the alu~·s response to a new 
recreational facility to which 
Fahlund believes a positive 
response from the alumni will 
b~ echoed. A follow-up survey 
will also be conducted in 
J?ecember to reaffirm the direc-
tion and feasibility of the pro-
posed Capital fund drive 
Simply, the major dete~ent to 
the new recreational plans is 
the proper financial climate 
without injury to st holarships 
faculty positions and academi°t 
programs. When this financial 
goal is reached, Lawrence can 
undertake actual steps toward 
the completion of a new facility. · 
However, as one concerned 
Lawrence student stated, "I 
honestly believe that Lawrence 
will someday get a new gym. 
Unfortunately, it will probably 
be built after I graduate." 
KARY.: Well tomorrow eve is ap· 
proaching oh so fast. Hope you 're 
· excessively pysched! I can't wait to 
see you dance the night away. I'll 
be watching. so be good! 
/ Love, your big sis. 
BEACH: Nab anything green · 
lately? Or do you need us to help 
maximize your utility? We need the 
answers for the final. 
· Concerned Suppliers 
I, THE GREEN LANTERN. 
attempt to lighten the hearts of 
others and make the term go easier 
for all. Not all pranks are created 
equal! If it's the Creme de la creme 
de menthe - it 's the green lantern. 
CRAMBLIT & TANNER: Ever 
get the urge to light one up? We 
want to see some degrading notes 
soom (Like B Flat!) 
Much love T & A.S. 
GEORGE: How do you get green 
jello 9ut of those hard-to-reach 
places? P.S. Next time she 's 
threatened to take pictures! 
A Fellow Jello-Fellow 
EXCUSE ME-What are little 
sisters for?! ... Oh. really??? 
A Black Diamond Lady 
THE PRINCE OF PERCUS-
SION RETURNS after a two-year 
hiatus! See the Master in action 
with the Jazz Workshop Band 
Tuesday at 8 in Riverview. 
JAZZ LAB BAND and the Jazz 
Workshop Band, featuring The 
Prince of Percussion , Tuesday 
night at 8 in Riverview. 
, BLAU: I'm miffed. You better 
save me a drinking night now that 
you 're a pro. 
Slavic Love, Mades 
Quote of the week by RUN1:: 
"Ya know, it's really weird how 
one day follows another! 
LESTOIL: Which man will it be 
tonight? Why don't you make up 
your minds. 
Love, Across and Over 
HOG. Sasturday night. no butts 
about it! Love, Across and Over 
BABY BOY A: I'm sorry that .1 
never leave you notes but I don t 
want to reveal myself and our 
situation to others. 
FREIBURG-1 don't know, why 
don 't you be editor? 
BEV. BEV. Bev, Bev. Bev, Bev, 
Bev Bev.Bev. Bev.Bev.Bev. Bev, 
Bev· Bev.Bev.Bev.Bev.Bev.Bev, 
Bev· Bev.Bev.Bev.Bev.Bev, Bev, 
Bev: Bev. Why do you feel so per· 
sucuted? 
ANGIE SMITHJ\1;1ER-
Welcome to • Theta! I m so 
lad to have you as a me~ber of 
g f ·ly Have a great time at 
our am• · hin u Pledge Formal· I '11 be watc g_ yo .. 
Theta love. Your big sis 
PERFECT STRANGER-This 
is your last chance! 
MAZOLA-Stay away from ourdr 
, -the boa 
newspaper. 
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Slavic trippers • suroive 
peoples of the Caucasus receiv- streets impassable. The protest 
ed us with gusto; their culminated in a two hour 
hospitality climaxed as our general strike during which the 
whole group was spontaneously 'city virtually ceased function-
swept away from a tour of an i.ng. 
ancient Ossetian burial site, to Ironically, as the Poles stood 
_join a family feast on a moun- hungrily in food lines, we wined 
tain side. We ate and drank and dined in Warsaw's finest 
heartily, and found ourselves restaurants, compliments of 
toasting peace and friendship. black market currency. In 
Afterwards, our leader'Smalley, Poland the desire for Western 
lost in a stream of emotion, beg- or "hard" currency is so great 
ged to stay. that Poles were willing to pay 
Our Southern ' migration us up to eight times the official 
about faced in Tbilisi, Soviet exchange rate for our American 
Georgia, a short distance from dollars. 
the Iranian border. Turning From Poland the trip headed 
northward, we lounged on the to Czechoslovakia and the 
beaches of the Black Sea before beautiful city of Prague. Most 
setting off on a two day cruise of us agr~d that Prague lived 
to Yalta. and Odessa, . finally up to Dan Dettweiler's billing 
reaching Kiev, the capital of the as "the city with the best beer 
Ukraine.Bythistime,thefood, in the world." We 
water and pressures of travel demonstrated this agreement 
caught up with most of us ·and by drinking half-liter after 
we were to become captives of delicious half-liter of the 
the squatties, those seatless famous Czech pivo. Ron Kopp 
and flushless distant cousins of liked it so much that he forgot 
the. toilet, that lack the decency to bring his passport and visa 
to come up and meet you with him to the Czech border 
halfway. when it came time to leave the 
There was a sadness in leav- country. 
ing the country that had shown . Neon lights and McDonalds 
us many good times and an un- hamburgers assaulted our 
forgetable learning experience. senses during our brief but in-
Our initial anxieties had subsid- dulgent spree in Vienna, 
ed somewhat as we gradually Austria. From there it was back 
grew accustomed to Soviet life. across the curtain into 
Nevertheless, we breathed a Hungary and then on to 
sigh of relieve as we entered a Romania, the land of the gyp-
new land: Poland. sies. Some buses opted to chase 
Once out of the U.S.S.R. we after far away monasteries 
abandoned our·convoy and each while the fearless few braved 
bus interpreted the itinerary at the Transylvanian alps for a 
its own pace. Yatzeck left for night of thrills and chills at 
home with his archaic torso and Count Dracula 's castle. 
cheery disposition, and Smalley Our quest for the ultimate 
receded from the ever present tan on Bulgaria's sunny 9lack 
spiritual leader to a mysterious sea coast was denied us by 
silouhette in tlie backseat of the mother nature. Most vans 
blue van, sought only · on rare drove through the rain toward 
occasion by impoverished bus the cries of those girl crazy 
leaders in pursuit of the black capitalist merchants in lstan-
bag. It was indeed infrequent bul's grand bizarre. By and 
that the whole group would large we found the Turks to be 
reunite to exchange stories, and quite a friendly lot, and a for-
reminisce about old times. tunate few were able to forego 
In Poland, as in otner - Istanbul's seedy hotels ($2.00 
satellite countries, a spirit pre- per night) for private housing. 
dating the imposition of Soviet Unable, despite our efforts, to 
communism some-how remains. escape the fate of our friends 
These remnants manifest back home in the U.S., we too 
themselves in European ar- fell victim to harsh budget cuts. 
chit'ecture, cultural customs, With the black bag effectively 
and attitudes. We were remind- exhausted, the trip split up in 
ed of this spirit in Warsaw as Istanbul and the buses left 
we witnessed Solidarity, alone for Greece and 
Poland's former independent Yugoslavia. 
labor union, in action. For This weekend will be the 
three days, Polish workers wag- First reunion for those souls 
ed a protest against the govern- who endured the Slavic trip this 
ment's food rationing policy. past summer. The slide show 
Effectively paralyzing the city, will bring back both good and 
truck, bus and tram drivers bad memories. And no, the 
parked their vehicles in War- Slavic trip isn 't for everyone-
saw's center, rendering the only a " blessed" few. 
MORRIS: Hey you sure got 
Poise (for a porker) 
Love a Sis 
What do all these men have in 
common? 
a. David Kline 
b. David Omorchoe 
c. Steve Dorn 
d. Tim Watsoq 
e. Rick Ahrens 
f. Charles C. Murray III 
g. Sean McCollum 
h. The guy at Downer 
WLFM is currently accepting 
applications for student 
management for the positions of 
General Manager, Program 
Manager, Opera~ions Mana~er, 
and production Director. Applica-
tions ·may be picked up at ~he 
WLFM .studios from 8 to .4 daily. 
The term of management includes 
Term III of the year. and Terms· I 
and I I of '82- '83. The dea_dlin.e is 
Friday. March 5 and applications 
should be returned to the station. 
Questions call Scott Anderson. 
General Man11ger. at X6852. 
Any student interested in being a 
part of the 1982-83 Freshman 
Counselor Staff Selection please 
contact Marci Woolever, ext. 6779 . 
by March 8, 1982. 
There will be an intererst meeting 
for all students wishing to be an 
1982-83 Freshman Counselor. If 
your are interested and have any 
questions and are unable to attend 
please call Marci Woolever, ext. 
6779. Applications will be available· 
from Monday Feb. 22 through 
Wednesday, March 3 at the Office 
of Campus Life or any Head 
Resident. 
Munich Seminar 1982 
The German Depar-tment would 
like to remind students to hand in 
their applications for the 1982 
Munich Seminar to Miss Friedlan· 
der, MH 216. ext. 6661. 
Remember that you are eligible 
even if you have studied German at 
Lawrence, as long as you will have 
completed the equivalent of three 
Lawrence terms by the end of this 
summer. You can do this by 
enrolling in German II Spring 
Term, or by attending a com· 
parable course at an accredited in-
stitution this summer in the United 
States or in Germany. You are in-
vited to discuss your situation with 
any member of the German Depar-
tment. Please act promptly. as 
definite arrangements in Germany 
will have to be initiated shortly. 
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Tracksters slip into third place 
The L.U. men's and women ~s the slippery running condi- The ever-coachable Cli!_f ~ 
track team learned the meaning tions. When asked to explain · 'Humble' Rhodafox,(humble is 
of the phrase "home-track ad- his disappointing performance his · middle name), was all too ~.~ 
vantage" last Saturday when during his sprinting debut, Joe willing to sign autographs after 
they ventured north to take on Mama replied "My times are the race for the masses who 
the St. Norbert Knights. deceiving. I was slipping so turned out to gawk at his short-
The Lawrence tracksters, badly that I must have been shorts and his long, lean legs. 
unaccustomed to running on an running in place for at least a When asked to comment on his 
indoor track, had numerous couple of seconds. " new varsity record, Cliff 
problems navigating the dust- The conditions didn't seem to replied, " I could have run harder but I 'm in the process of 
insuring my legs with Lloyds of 
London and it hasn 't been con-
firmed yet." 
covered sharp curves. 
Sophomore sprinter Boyd 
Miller, who won the 'Best-
Crash-Of-The-Day' award for 
his tumbling slide in the 4-lap 
relay, later disputed the claim 
of poor track conditions 
however when he said "I just 
got tired and "decided to sit 
down." Sophomore distance-
ru nner-t urned-sprinter Joe 
" Mama" Ahmad, who sup-
posedly made the switch to 
sprints because "my talents 
weren't being noticed as a 
distance runner", also app· 
peared to have problems with 
The women 's track team 
gained much needed points in 
the field events as freshmen 
Eileen Lannan and Amy Thiel 
- captured first and third, respec-
tively, in the shot-put and 
sophomore Tracye Wilson plac-
ed second in the long jump and 
third in the high jump. Strong 
performances on the men's 
team included Ken Urbanski 's 
winning throw, in the shot-put, 
Todd Hausmann's victory in 
the mile run and Mark Lisy 's 
exciting win at the tape in the 
·440 yd. dash. Second place 
finishes were added by 
freshman. Rob Scott in the long 
jump, sophomore Boyd Miller 
in the 60 yd . . dash, and senior 
Kent Allen in the 2 mile run. 
affect everyone, however, as 
some outstanding perfor-
mances were turned in. New 
varsity records were set by 
freshman hurdler Kate Hopkins 
in the 60 yd. hurdles, freshman 
distance runner Margaret 
Sweda in the 2 mile run, and 
freshman hurdler Cliff 
Rohdafox in . the 60 yd. In-
termediate Hurdles. Margaret 
Sweda· also set a field house 
record in the· mile run as did the 
men's mile relay team con-
sisting of Joe Como, Mark Lisy, 
Rob Scott, and Todd 
Hausmann. 
This Saturday the men 's 
team will attempt to improve 
it's performance as it competes 
in the Titan open meet at U.W. 
Oshkosh. They have enlisted 
the help of multi-talented 
athlete Paul Loomis for this 
purpose. 
Wrestler place third 
A . Season to-Remember 
. ·t_)§f){/ ~ r . 
~~.iffi! : . ··" -::. }ifrf 
1, 
THE LAWRENCE VIKING basketball team c1oaed 
out their home season with a victory over St. "Scho1utlt.aof 
Duluth. Minn., 80-71. The victory improved the Vilma~ 
to an impressive 12 wins 7 losses,- the most wins siQthe 
famous 19pl season. (Though Lawrence is_ still a few~• 
away from buildi~g a dynasty, this seaso!l is the fird,atep 
towards challengmg for the Conference title next Y8llf.J A 
victory tomorrow over Beloit, the leagues tep team, w~be 
a perfect ending to what has been a very succesaful .. 
Enjoy your C,hampagne. 
Player of tile Weck 
Critics herald return of feature Grapplers host conferen 
Player or the Weck 
'· 
Player of the Week? Sterling. Perfectly consistent with 
the aims of the university. -Rik Warch 
Personally,! re.ally enjoy Player of the Week. Not only 
that, but I like it a lot. -Rich Agness 
I wish I'd done it first. -William Randolph Hearst 
... As American as Chuck Keller. -Ronald Reagan 
I think it's noteworthy .. ·. · -Herb Tjossem -
They were, they ~re, hungry features, the players of the 
week, and sometimes only heaven and earth mixed and 
gobbled together could begin to sate them. 
Christ, she 'll do. 









BEVERLY RUSCH -~~_, 
District 574 Sales Manager 
Avon Selling Can Help 
You Earn Money For College 
FLEXIBLE HOURS HIGH $$$ 
Call Mrs. Rusch at 734-0078 Box 241, Appleton, WI. 54911 
The Midwest Conference will 
crown its 1982 wrestling cham· 
pions this weekend at Alex-
ander Gym on the Lawrence 
University campus. Action 
begins at noon on Friday and 
continues at noon again on 
Saturday. · 
Cornell and Coe colleges, the 
dominant wrestling powers in 
the Midwest · Conference, are 
solid co-favorites for this year's 
title. Ripon College was tabbed 
the number three challenger by 
a poll of the conference coaches. 
Few schools have dominated 
· a sport in any conference the 
way . Cornell and Coe have 
dommated wrestling in the 
Midwest Conference. Over the 
last 40 years, -Cornell has won 
31 league titles and Coe six. In 
t~e past 10 years, Coe has won 
six conference crowns whil 
Cornell has picked up the othe~ 
four. Coe won last year's m t ed . . ee, 
~mg its Iowa rival by 2'!. 
-pomts .. Cornell captured the 
1980 ~tle, beating out Coe b 
l Y2 pomts. Y 
Eigh_t of the 10 individual 
~haml?10ns from a year ago are 
m this weekend's line . 
eluding five defending c?~m:~ 
~om Coe. Bob Yilek heads the 
list of Kohawk· returnees. Last 
year~ l~.4-pound champ and the 
~;rikt s . outstanding wrestler " 
e will drop to 126 thi ' 
·t hi s year 
sw1 c ng places with t • 
mate Dave Fellinger last yeeara~-
126-po d h .' s un c amp1on 0th . 
Kohawks seekin · er 
their title g to defend 
(142' T are Shawn Hall 
~· .J. Stecklein (167) 
Larry Atwater- (177) Coe :{1d 
features thr · so 
. fini hed ee wrestlers who 
Cs . second last year 
. ornell's two retu . . p1ons each rrung cham-
class this y~ve ~p a weight 
the defendin.g i°:ta Taylor, 
champ will ·pound 
' . wrestle at 126, 
while Craig Koehrsen moves up 
to the heavyweight · division 
after winning last year's 
190-pound class. Cornell also 
has three runners-up from a 
year ago. 
Ripon, which has placed third 
in three of the last four con· 
ference tournaments, features 
one of the best small-college 
wrestlers in the t· . 158 na 10n tn 
b . ·pound Keith Timmel who 
d~nf: a 1 ~ ·O record int~ Fri-
E r{gs tr~;;ion. Christopher 
f' . h ' a second-place ims er a year a . 
challenge for th go, will 
tle. e 126-pq_und ti-
The hulk . of L 
points should b awrence's 
hea · e earned by 
vywh eight Pat Grogan The 
sop omore from S .. (Wis ) is a t.9ckbndge 
this year's ~~ng8 contender· for 
· e. e owns a 12-1 
year, Gillespie 
season. Tim B 
try to improve u 
place showing of 
118 pounds. 
A pair of 
finishers I•at 
Hickman (134 
(heavyweight 
College ch 
College's 
cludeC 
Faly(16 
